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Jupiter Conjunct Neptune
December 14 - 26, 2009
Happy Holidays, Everyone!
For the next couple weeks, during this most wonderful time of the year, Jupiter
and Neptune are conjunct, making a harmonious aspect to each other. Could you
have asked for anything better? Jupiter is the Santa Claus of the zodiac and
Neptune the god of spirituality!!! Wow! Isn’t that special.
Jupiter is the planet associated with enthusiasm for expansion, abundance, humor,
joy, optimism, foreign travel, outdoors running, large animals, higher education and
religion, writing and publishing. Neptune is associated with the sea, sensing, having
faith, believing and impressions. It is also the planet of feeling spiritual, inspired,
guided, divine, imaginative, musical, and poetical – the “tune” of Neptune!
Spirituality (Neptune) for the planet will take a huge, bountiful joyful jump
(Jupiter) through our many Avatars on earth at this time.
One thing for sure, it is a great time for recording night dreams. We can start a
journal or use an audio recorder to make sure we don’t forget the essence of each
dream. It’s best we do this as we awaken from each dream since they disappear
fast once we are fully awake. They may come true!
To take advantage of this portal of opportunity, we can notice how much of our
time can be spent with these Lucky Activities and perhaps even plan to direct our
energy in these directions so that we can tune into the vibrations: We could -Sing our hearts out with Christmas caroling
Soak in inspiration and divinity at our worship place of choice or through
meditation and contemplation
Skip along the water’s edge at the ocean for a Neptunian high
Participate in water sports: skiing, swimming, snorkeling, scuba, surfing,
boating

Dance on the beach
Laugh at our silliness and tell inspirational jokes
Walk/run and meditate
See/write/read about comedies, musicals, dolphins, whales, unicorns,
mermaids, as well as the god Neptune and Archangel Michael
Read/write and publish spiritual books/poetry/speeches/music
Draw caricatures
Paint Spiritual scenes
Cruise on the ocean
Have fun rhyming -- it’s so Neptunian
Daydream using our wild imagination
Believe and live in a positive, benevolent universe
Go on a pilgrimage, travel over-night to holy or highly energetic places
Discover where spirituality is found within our religion of choice
Absorb ourselves in our faith
Open ourselves to guidance on abundance
Inspire others
Empathize extensively
Being deeply compassionate
Expand our psychic, mind-reading abilities
Venture down our Spiritual Path in a new, uncharted way; Spiritual Voyages
Receive a shift in consciousness
Immerse ourselves totally in Spirit, Source Energy, The Divine
Open ourselves up to Divine Loving Guidance
Expand our guidance and ability to sense impressions
Imagine our most holy direction in life
See the Spirituality in everything and also your religion.
Which of these activities can you take advantage of to make this a lucky and
JOYFUL time for you in this holiday time of JOY and HAPPINESS?
Namaste and Many Holiday Greetings to You All – through whatever vibration of
joy your religion or spiritual path leads you. We love you!
Davie & JoySee Pfaffle
P.S. For more information on Jupiter/Neptune Aspect: please go to
http://luckyastrology.com/E-Newsletter%20Archives/May-July%2009%20r1.pdf .

It is our May-July 2009 newsletter which had this very same astrology aspect with
a different emphasis.
Use any part of this newsletter in other publications as long as credit is given to Davie & JoySee Pfaffle at
www.luckyastrology.com. We’d love to get a copy of them, if you would be so kind as to email them to us. JoySee’s new
workbook, “Writing Your Chakras” is available at www.thewritesite.us. Our other new all-Spiritual site is:
www.FlowLifeFlow.com. On it is a survey to fill out to be in included in our next book.
You are receiving this newsletter because we believe you’d enjoy it. To be removed from the list, reply to this email with
“remove” in the subject line. If you know people who may be interested in the topics of this newsletter, ask them to join us.
Archived copies of each newsletter are on the site: www.luckyastrology.com/archive.htm

